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CH/2723/2009
IN THE UPPER TRIBUNAL                                        Appeal No.  CH/2723/2009   
ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS CHAMBER

Before Judge S M Lane


This decision is made under section 12(1) and (2)(a) and (b)(i) of the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007.

The decision of the tribunal heard on 24/09/09 under reference 249/09/00359 is SET ASIDE because its making involved errors on points of law. 

The appeal is REMITTED to a fully reconstituted tribunal for a complete rehearing.


REASONS FOR DECISION

	The appellant brings this appeal with my permission.  The appeal is against the tribunal’s decision that she was not entitled to HB in respect of the dwelling for which she claimed, hereafter referred to as Field Road.  The tribunal’s decision was that she was treated as not liable to pay for the dwelling because ‘the tenancy was not on a commercial basis and was created to take advantage of the HB scheme’ (regulation 9(1)(a); (l)).  The Authority supports the appeal, but has submitted that I should exercise my power to remake a decision to the same effect.  I have come to the conclusion that I am unable to do so on the evidence as it stands.


	The appellant had lived at ‘Field Road’ since at least 1997, apart from one short break.  She initially lived there with her siblings and mother.  Her mother has continued to live in the house at all material times, at first as owner and thereafter rent free. The appellant did not pay any rent while her mother owned the property.  The mother transferred the house to the appellant’s sister in 2005 after which the appellant continued to live there rent free with her husband and two children.  In September 2007, the sister transferred the house to one of their brothers, reportedly for £215,000 (p166).  The appellant, her husband and children continued to live at the house rent free but the appellant says that they contributed to household expenses from time to time.  No other form of periodical payment was required of them and there is no documentary evidence of the contributions said to have been made.  On 22 April 2008, the appellant’s husband left her.  She continued to live in the house as a single mother on Income Support, which she claimed in or around that time.  Her brother is said to have taken advice on charging the appellant rent when she went onto Income Support, and on 2 May 2008 he and the appellant entered into a shorthold tenancy agreement giving her possession of Field Road for £800 per calendar month (‘pcm’).  The appellant applied for HB on 11/6/08.  Her claim was refused on 25/6/08 and the refusal maintained on reconsideration on 12/9/08.  The hearing took place on 29/4/09.  As it happens, the brother served an eviction notice on the appellant on 3/3/09 and she was evicted, it appears, at some point after the hearing.  The appellant says that her brother was awaiting the outcome of the hearing before he took any action.


	The Authority refused the claim on three grounds under the Housing Benefit Regulations 2006:  (i) She was not liable to pay for occupation of the premises (regulation 8(1)).  The Authority was saying that the agreement was a sham in its Submission; (ii) in the alternative, that the tenancy or other agreement was not on a commercial basis (regulation 9(1)(a)); or (iii) in the further alternative, the liability was created to take advantage of the HB scheme (regulation 9(1)(l)).  


	Although the factors for deciding whether any of these grounds apply may overlap in places, they are legally separate and distinct.  If the question of whether a genuine liability to pay arises for the purposes of regulation 8(1)(a), a decision on it should logically precede analysis of whether the claimant is to be treated as not having a liability to make payments under regulation 9 despite the genuine agreement.  As a matter of practicality, a tribunal may bypass regulation 8 if it sees an obvious ground under regulation 9 upon which it can decide the appeal, but there are dangers in doing so.  Bypassing regulation 8 may not amount to a material error of law if the tribunal gives a satisfactory explanation for disallowing the appeal under regulation 9, but if the tribunal turns out to be wrong under regulation 9, the Upper Tribunal may have no alternative but to set aside and remit the appeal.  


	It must also be recalled that regulation 9(1)(l) only applies in a case to which none of the earlier sub-paragraphs of regulation 9(1) applies.  It is, therefore, an error of law to conclude that the agreement is not on a commercial basis and that the liability was created to take advantage of the HB scheme.  This is not necessarily an error sufficiently serious to warrant setting the decision aside, if as the tribunal has provided good enough reasons to justify its decision under one or the other head.  In this appeal, the tribunal has not done so satisfactorily.  The tribunal did not, moreover, deal with the arguments the appellant put to it at the hearing.  

	In its Statement of Reasons, the tribunal discussed the Authority’s submission that the agreement was a sham, but made no findings on this.  It moved directly to regulation 9.  Its reasoning seemed to be that, after the brother purchased the house but before the appellant entered the lease with him, the agreement by which she lived at Field Road was not a commercial arrangement.  That was clearly correct, but that finding did not answer the question under regulation 9(1)(a) of whether the lease under which the appellant occupied the dwelling – i.e. the shorthold tenancy entered on 2/5/08 - was ‘not on a commercial basis’.  There is no reason in principle why an arrangement allowing a person to live rent free or in exchange for a contribution to expenses may not be terminated and be replaced by a commercial agreement.  


	The decision whether the agreement is or is not on a commercial basis is, at the end of the day, one of compound fact requiring an examination of all relevant factors: R(H)1/03 [16]. This follows from the general terms in which regulation 9(1)(a) is drafted, and is clear from regulation 9(2), which requires a tribunal to have regard, inter alia (amongst other things), to whether any of the terms of the agreement are unenforceable in law.  


	In many agreements all of the terms will be prima facie enforceable, but the manner in which the agreement is operated may lead to the conclusion that the agreement is not on a commercial basis.  It may emerge, for example, that important enforceable terms are not enforced or that obligations placed on the occupier by the agreement are assumed by the landlord, regardless of the terms.  A frequently recurring example is payment of utility bills by a landlord who lets to his elderly parents or relatives of restricted means.  Peculiarities may also appear in relation to the right to possession of the property by the occupier.  In this appeal, for example, the lease was for ‘Field Road’ but the landlord was said to have peremptorily locked rooms against the appellant’s use.  The tenant also appears to have had no say in whether her mother was entitled to be in the property despite being granted a lease of the whole premises.  Other factors such as the landlord using the premises as his own, coming and going at will, or providing personal care or services to a tenant beyond those associated with arm’s length agreements may also be telling.  There may have been previous non-commercial arrangements between the occupier and landlord which cast light on a subsequent agreement said be on a commercial basis.  None of these factors may, on its own, be determinative but when looked at in the round may indicate that the agreement is non-commercial.  Of course, many of these factors may also be logically relevant to whether the agreement was a sham in the first place. 


	Two Commissioners’ cases have suggested that it is possible to determine whether an agreement is on a non-commercial basis by reference to a single test.  In CH/2329/2003 it was suggested that an arrangement ‘will be other than commercial only if it confers no benefit on the owner which is proportionate to the benefit conferred on the occupier’, while in CH/663/2003, it was suggested that a commercial basis connoted a financially justifiable relationship and also some generality as to who may take up the tenancy.  I respectfully agree with Upper Tribunal Judge Jacobs in CH/3743/2003 [32 - 35] that rigid rules of this sort are inappropriate.  A single test is unlikely yield a balanced answer.  But the tests set out in these cases can help to illuminate the nature of the agreement.  


Has the tribunal made material errors of law in relation to regulations 9(1)(a) or 9(1)(l)?

	The tribunal discussed several factors which persuaded it that the agreement was non-commercial.  It compared the minimal contributions to expenses before the tenancy began with the £800 pcm charged under the agreement.  This is of some relevance, but as indicated earlier, it identifies the incorrect agreement and does not address the question of whether the agreement in force at the time of the claim was commercial.  The tribunal did not consider the failure to pay rent after the tenancy came into force, which is clearly a relevant factor, nor did it address the appellant’s submission that her brother was awaiting the outcome of the tribunal, which may be a legitimate reason for not taking action against a tenant.  It queried how her brother had arrived at the rent charged, but did not say why this was relevant, since the Authority did not submit that the rent was suspiciously high or low. While this factor is more usually directed to the question of whether a tenancy is contrived for the purposes of regulation 9(1)(l), it may be of some relevance to commerciality, but in the absence of explanation, it does not lend legal weight to the tribunal’s conclusion.  It also acknowledged the appellant’s need for accommodation and the landlord’s need for rental payments but did not explain how these factors were of relevance.  Without explanation, it is difficult to see how these factors assisted the tribunal towards it conclusion that the agreement was not commercial.  Finally, it considered the brother’s inconsistency in charging the appellant rent but letting their mother live in the accommodation rent free.  This failure to maximise his return weighed heavily with the tribunal.  


	The tribunal did not deal with several of the points made by the appellant in her written submissions.  While most of these were restatements of her view that the agreement was commercial and not an abuse of the HB system, two arguments raised legal issues:  she sought to distinguish CH/627/2002 (on contrived tenancies) and also to show that the agreement had gone from a non-commercial to a commercial basis (p194-5).  The tribunal’s omission to deal with her legal arguments was an error of law.  The appellant made further points about her mother’s occupation of the property and the non-contractual restrictions placed on the appellant’s use of the property, but she may not have realised that these points were against her interest.  The Authority, however, had pinpointed them as significant and these points would have buttressed the tribunal’s reasoning.  


	Of the factors considered by the tribunal, only one was clearly directed to regulation 9(1)(a) and sufficiently explained.  The relevance of a good many factors remained unexplained.  The tribunal did not address the fundamental question of whether there was an abuse of the HB system in the arrangement for the purposes of regulation 9(1)(l).  It ran together questions of contrivance and non-commerciality in a way which did not hit either of the targets sufficiently to enable me to uphold the decision.  


	I have come to the conclusion that the tribunal’s reasoning was so flawed that it might be set aside.  I am unable to accede to the Authority’s request to substitute my own decision.  There are areas of evidence that need further exploration, and the appellant’s credibility is in issue.  The appellant is accordingly remitted to a freshly constituted First-tier Tribunal for a complete rehearing.    



[Signed on original]		S M Lane
		Judge of the Upper Tribunal 
[Date]		27 May 2010



